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ABSTRACT

Knowing which agents to trust is an important problem in open multi-agent systems. A way to help solve this problem is by allowing agents to relay information about trust to each other. We argue that trust is a subjective phenomenon and therefore needs aligning. We present a mathematical framework for communicating about trust in terms of interactions. Based on this framework we present an algorithm based on clustering and inductive logic programming techniques to align agents’ trust models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In complex, distributed systems, such as multi-agent systems, the artificial entities have to cooperate, negotiate, compete, etc. amongst themselves. Thus the social aspect of these systems plays a crucial role in their functioning. One of the issues in such a social system is the question of whom to trust and how to find this out. There are several systems already in development that model trust and reputation [16], ranging from a straightforward listing of evaluations (such as eBay’s [13] reputation system), to complex cognitive models (such as Repage [18]). We anticipate that in an open multi-agent system, there will be a large diversity of models in concurrent use by different agents, depending on the wishes of the programmer and the user. However, even if there is consensus on some model, this is still only a consensus on the computational representation. In a heterogeneous environment it is inevitable that, if the trust model an agent uses is based on cognitive principles, the way different agents interpret their environment will still lead to differences in trust.

We will show how, despite agreeing on the ontological underpinnings of the concepts, there is the need to align trust so as to enable reliable gossip. With gossip we refer to all communication about trust.

We will emphasize the need to align trust further by considering a simple example of a multi-agent system with three agents. 

Alice wants to know if Dave would be a good keynote speaker for the conference she is organizing. However, she does not know enough about him. She asks Bob. Bob has never collaborated with Dave directly, but they work at the same institute and play squash together. Through these interactions, Bob has trust in Dave and tells this to Alice.

Let’s analyse Bob’s model. He does not know Dave professionally and bases his trust in Dave on personal interactions. This is a perfectly valid model, but lets assume Alice’s model works differently: she only takes academic accomplishments into account. She should therefore disregard Bob’s gossip, because it is based on, what she considers, unreliable information. We emphasize that we differentiate between the trust she has in Bob and the reliability of the information he sends her. Her trust in Bob is grounded in her trust and reputation model. However, what we want to find out is whether the gossip Bob sends can be interpreted reliably in Alice’s model.

This short example shows that even in simple situations the concepts related to trust are highly personal and communication about them is no straightforward matter. In the case that two agents wish to exchange information about trust it is therefore important to clarify what trust means to each of them. This can be done in an alignment process, based on similar protocols in ontology alignment, concept formation and other related fields. Some work has been done in defining common ontologies for trust [14, 7], however in practice these ontologies do not have the support of many of the different trust methodologies in development. Even if support were added for all systems and a common ontology emerged, we could still not use it to communicate effectively. Trust is an inherently personal phenomenon and has subjective components which cannot be captured in a shared ontology. An adaptable approach that takes the different agents’ points of view into account is needed.

Abdul-Rahman and Hailes’ reputation model [1] approaches the problem from another direction, by defining the trust evaluations based on the actual communications. The interpretation of gossip is based on previous interactions with the same sender. The problem with this, however, is that it is incomplete: firstly it assumes all other agents in the system use the same model, which in a heterogeneous environment will hardly ever be the case. Secondly, it uses a heuristic based on prior experiences, called the semantic distance, to “bias” received messages. The semantic distance is an average of all previous experiences. They do not differentiate between recommendations about different agents, which are based on different types of interactions.

We propose to enrich the model of communication by con-
considering it separate from the actual trust model. By doing this, we can allow for different trust models. We note, however, that while trust is modeled in disparate ways, all definitions do agree on the fact that trust is a social phenomenon. Just as any social phenomenon, it arises from the complex relationships between the agents in the environment and, without losing generality, we say these relationships are based on any number of interactions between the agents. These interactions can have many different forms, such as playing squash with someone, buying a bicycle on eBay or telling Alice that Dave is a trustworthy keynote speaker. Note that not all interactions are perceived equally by all participants. Due to having different goals, agents may observe different things, or even more obviously: by having a different vantage point. Simply by having more (or different) information available, agents may perceive the interaction itself differently. In addition, interactions may be accompanied by some kind of social evaluation of the interaction. These can range from an emotional response, such as outrage at being cheated in a trade, to a rational analysis. Thus, we see that how an agent experiences an interaction is unique and personal. This only adds to the problem we are considering. To be able to align, there needs to be some common ground from which to start the alignment, but any agent’s experience of an interaction is subjective, and thus not shared. We call this personal interpretation of the interaction an observation. We say an agent’s observations allow it to evaluate trust.

Now that we have discussed what interactions mean to a single agent, we will return to the focus of communicating about trust. One interaction may be observed by any number of agents, each making different observations, which support different trust evaluations of different targets performing different roles. However, to communicate about trust evaluations, the agents need to have a starting point: some basic building blocks they implicitly agree they share. We note that the interactions provide precisely such a starting point. While all the agents’ observations are different, they do share one specific thing: the interaction itself. We therefore argue that to find a reliable alignment between two agents they can align based on these interactions.

Our approach uses these shared interactions as building blocks to align the agents’ trust models, based on the gossip they send each other. The gossip specifies certain interactions, which each agent observes differently. These observations form the support for an agent’s trust evaluation. If another agent communicates this trust evaluation, the interpretation should be based on the underlying interactions. An alignment of the trust models gives a way of doing this by gossiping about the agents’ trust evaluations and the observations (and thus interactions) they base these on.

Semantic alignment based on interactions has been studied in [2]. This approach to semantic alignment is based on the general framework of Channel Theory [3, 19]. We use this same mathematical theory as a framework for aligning trust and introduce it in the next section before discussing the technical details of the algorithm.

2. THE ALGORITHM

Before we consider possible solutions we need a clear definition of the problem we are considering. We follow the formalization we described in [18] and will summarize it briefly in the following sections. Firstly we consider agents with heterogeneous trust models, but we have no clear description of what a trust model is in the first place. We explain this in Section 2.1. Furthermore, to align, the agents need to communicate. For this we will need to define a language in Section 2.1.1. And finally, the agents need to have some method of forming an alignment based on the statements in this language. This we describe in Section 2.1.2. In Section 2.2 we describe the computational approach we take. The whole process is summarized in Figure 1.

2.1 A Formal Representation

As argued in Section 1, interactions form the building blocks for talking about trust. An interaction is observed by different agents and represented internally by them. These observations then lead to trust evaluations of the various agents involved. Any trust model can therefore be described as a binary relation between an agent’s observations and its trust evaluations. In addition, trust always has a target: any form of representing trust will have a trusting agent and a target agent, which is the agent the trust evaluation is about. It is assumed that any agent’s trust evaluations can be represented in some formal language $L_{\text{Trust}}$. Note that because trust is a subjective phenomenon, the semantics of this language aren’t shared, but by sharing the syntax the agents can communicate about it. A trust model is therefore a binary relation $\models$, such that $X \models \varphi$ means that there is a set of observations $X$ which support trust evaluation $\varphi \in L_{\text{Trust}}$. The observations $X$ are unknown as they are an internal representation of the agent. However, we know these are based on some set of interactions. If $\mathcal{D}$ is the set of an agent’s possible observations and $\mathcal{F}$ is the
set of all interactions in the environment, then each agent \( A \) has a function \( \text{observe}_A : \mathcal{I} \rightarrow \mathcal{O}_A \) which associates interactions with observations. The observations \( X \) in the trust model are therefore generated (with the \( \text{observe}-function \)) from some set of interactions \( \mathcal{I} \subseteq \mathcal{O} \). These interactions are facts in the environment all agents may know about and can be used as the basis of an alignment.

### 2.1.1 Formalizing gossip

In addition to \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \) a second language is needed for effective trust alignment: a language in which to talk about the interactions. Knowing which information about the interactions is relevant depends on the domain. Thus a language for discussing interactions comes from the domain the agents operate in. Usually such a language already exists or is defined together with the MAS. We call this language \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \) and note that it is a shared language: both the syntax and the semantics are known by all agents in the system, as opposed to the semantics of \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \), which is interpreted differently by the agents. With this shared language it is possible to define exactly what it means for two agents to share an interaction. A set of interactions \( \mathcal{I} \) is shared by agents \( A \) and \( B \) if there is some \( \varphi \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \) such that \( \varphi \) is in both \( A \) and \( B \)'s sets of observations of interaction \( I \), or, in other words, \( \varphi \) is the information shared between the agents about \( I \). Formally neither agent can know that \( \varphi \) is observed by the other agent, however if we limit \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \) to objective and easily observable properties of the domain, we assume such \( \varphi \) exist.

Messages, containing a trust evaluation of a specific target in \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \) and pinpointing the specific shared interactions this evaluation is based on in \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \), form the basis of the trust alignment. We call such messages “gossip”. Formally we say gossip from agent \( B \) to agent \( A \) is a message \( \text{gossip}(T, \beta, \psi) \), with \( T \) the target of the trust evaluation \( \beta \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \) and \( \psi \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \) describing the set of interactions \( I \) which support trust evaluation \( \beta \) for agent \( B \). We cannot simply enumerate the interactions in \( I \) because agents may not be willing to do so. \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \) serves a double purpose: firstly it may be more descriptive, giving more information than simply an enumeration of interactions. Secondly it may allow agents to describe interactions without pinpointing them exactly. This allows agents to align without divulging sensitive information. Sending gossip messages is point 1 in Figure 1.

The receiving agent \( A \) can now use its own trust model to find an \( \alpha \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \) such that \( \alpha \) is supported by \( I \) and the resulting rule \( \alpha \leftarrow \beta, \psi \) will form the basis of our alignment. What this rule means is: the interactions which support \( \psi \), support trust evaluation \( \alpha \) for agent \( A \) and \( \beta \) for agent \( B \). These rules are at point 2 in Figure 1. The goal is now to find a way of generalizing from such rules to a more general, predictive model, such that, for example, agent \( A \) can know what trust evaluation \( \alpha' \) it should associate with a certain \( \beta' \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \), given \( \psi \), despite neither knowing the interactions which support \( \psi \) nor being able to conclude an own trust evaluation from the observation of those interactions. This would be the outcome of the algorithm, applied at point 5 in Figure 1.

### 2.1.2 Generalizations and coverage

Now that we have a way of describing the relationship (alignment) of two agents’ trust models with regards to a specific target, we wish to expand this idea to a more predictive model: we wish to find the more general alignment between the trust models. This problem is considered as an inductive learning problem [8]. Given a number of targeted alignments with regards to different agents, is there an alignment that describes all (or most) of them?

To use inductive learning, it is necessary to define what the solution should look like. This should be a generalization of the above mentioned rules \( \alpha \leftarrow \beta, \psi \). We note that both \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \) and \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \) are represented in a standard first-order logic. Thus it is possible to use \( \emptyset \)-subsumption to generalize these rules. The way to do this is by structuring the search space. The solution should be the least general alignment, which covers all the rules given in the messages. A hypothetical alignment \( \Sigma \) is said to cover a rule \( \alpha \leftarrow \beta, \psi \) if there is a rule \( \Gamma \leftarrow \Delta, \Psi \in \Sigma \) such that all sets of interactions \( I \) which support \( \alpha \leftarrow \beta, \psi \) also support \( \Gamma \leftarrow \Delta, \Psi \). One hypothetical alignment \( \Sigma \) is more general than another \( \Sigma' \), if its coverage is greater: \( c(\Sigma) \geq c(\Sigma') \). We write this \( \Sigma \models \Sigma' \). The overall trust alignment between two agents can now be found by finding a minimally general generalization, which covers all the communicated rules.

### 2.2 An Inductive Algorithm

As described in the preceding section, our algorithm must generalize the specific targeted alignments to a predictive ruleset. This is very similar to the problem in concept formation. The approach taken in these problems is by clustering the data together and finding a description of each cluster. However, the fact that we have descriptions in first-order logics invalidates the use of propositional clustering algorithms for this purpose [9]. Some more modern approaches combine clustering and ILP methods [12, 5] to allow for clustering of first-order formulas. This is exactly the problem we are trying to solve and we therefore propose a modification of these algorithms, using the distance function from [17] and a conventional agglomerative clustering algorithm. The found clusters can then be used as the input for an ILP algorithm to learn the generalizations. Furthermore, we have an additional wish: our partitioning may be too strict, which will not allow for enough positive examples and too many negative examples to learn anything useful. In these cases we will want to relax our partitioning criteria to amplify the base of positive examples, in the hope that this will allow for a better generalization. This obviously comes at the cost of accuracy of the predictive ruleset found, but this can be taken into account.

#### 2.2.1 A short overview

The input of the algorithm will be any number of rules \( \mathcal{R} \) generated from gossip statements. These rules, the same as described in Section 2.1.1, will serve as the initial input and have the form shown below, where \( T_1, \ldots, T_m \) are target agents, \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n, \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_n \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{trust}} \) and \( \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_n \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{domain}} \) describe the interactions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_1[T_1] & \leftarrow \beta_1[T_1], \psi_1 \\
\vdots & \\
\alpha_n[T_m] & \leftarrow \beta_n[T_m], \psi_n
\end{align*}
\]
Algorithm 1 Generalize rules $R$

1: INPUT: set of SRAs to be generalized $R$
2: INPUT: distance measure on $L_{\text{Trust}} D(x, y)$.
3: INPUT: set of increasing distances for clustering $S$
4: Generalized := ∅
5: Clusters := \{ \{ r \} | r \in R \}
6: Covered := ∅
7: for all Stopcriteria $s$ in $S$ do
8: Clusters := agglomerative_clustering(Clusters, s, D)
9: if |Clusters| = 1 then
10: break
11: end if
12: for all $C \in$ Clusters do
13: $H$ := generalize_head($C$, $R \setminus C$)
14: if $H$ = null then
15: $G$ := generalize_body($C$, $R \setminus C$)
16: if $G$ = null then
17: Generalized := Generalized $\cup \{ (H \leftarrow G, s) \}$
18: Covered := Covered $\cup C$
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: if Covered = $R$ then
23: break
24: end if
25: end for

This says there are $n$ different rules about $m$ different agents. To learn the underlying structure we will use Algorithm 1.

We use three important procedures, which we will explain in more detail: the distance metric $D$ on targeted alignment rules, the clustering algorithm in line 1 and the generalization algorithm we use on the clusters in lines 1 and 1. This last one takes as input the rules in the cluster as positive examples and the rules outside clusters as negative examples and uses an ILP algorithm to learn a generalization. Furthermore, we use the flag “terminate” to end the algorithm if at a certain clustering resolution we have rules covering all targeted alignments. In this case there is no reason to continue, because we have a maximum coverage of the examples.

We are interested in finding generalizations which allow us to predict what the receiving agent’s trust evaluation $\alpha$ would be, given that the sending agent’s trust evaluation is $\beta$, based on interactions which support $\psi$. We therefore need to be able to cluster the rules above according to the relative distance between the receiving agent’s trust evaluations. The rest of the information in the rules is used to learn the generalization.

2.2.2 A distance metric

An agent’s trust evaluation is in the $L_{\text{Trust}}$ language, which in general could be any first-order logic. Distances on first-order logic objects have received a lot of attention lately [17]. Such distance measures work on arbitrary clauses, however, they do require them to be rewritten in clausal normal form (CNF). We note that for any closed formula in a first-order logic its CNF can be found in polynomial time [15]. The distance measure is then split up into two different parts:

- A generic part, defining the distance between phrases, based on the distance between the clauses in each phrase.

We stipulate, however, that the distance metric can be agent-specific and may be as complicated as the programmer wishes. To further illustrate this description of a distance metric, we give an example of $L_{\text{Trust}}$ and a metric on it. Our example of $L_{\text{Trust}}$ has the following predicates: image($A, V$) and reputation($A, V$), where $A$ is an agent and $V \in [1, 10] \subset \mathbb{N}$. For the context-dependent part of the metric we use the closure under symmetry of the following recursive definition:

$$d(\varphi_1 \lor \varphi_2, \psi_1 \lor \psi_2) = \min \left[ d(\varphi_1, \psi_1) + d(\varphi_2, \psi_2), d(\varphi_1, \psi_2) + d(\varphi_2, \psi_1) \right]$$

$$d(\varphi_1 \land \varphi_2, \psi_1 \land \psi_2) = \min \left[ d(\varphi_1, \psi_1), d(\varphi_2, \psi_2) \right] + 1$$

$$d(\neg \varphi, \psi) = d(\varphi, \psi)$$

$$d(\psi, \psi) = 1$$

$$d(\text{image}(A_1, V_1), \text{image}(A_2, V_2)) = \frac{|V_1 - V_2|}{10}$$

$$d(\text{reputation}(A_1, V_1), \text{reputation}(A_2, V_2)) = \frac{|V_1 - V_2|}{10}$$

$$d(\varphi, \psi) = 1$$

As mentioned above, this distance measure is dependent on the language and the agent. All we require in the continuation is that it is defined for all simple clauses in $L_{\text{Trust}}$ and that it is a metric. For that it must satisfy the following properties:

1. non-negativeness: $\forall \varphi, \psi: d(\varphi, \psi) \geq 0$
2. reflexivity: $\forall \varphi: d(\varphi, \psi) = 0$
3. symmetry: $\forall \varphi, \psi: d(\varphi, \psi) = d(\psi, \varphi)$
4. strictness: $\forall \varphi, \psi: d(\varphi, \psi) = 0$ if $\varphi \equiv \psi$
5. triangle inequality: $\forall \varphi, \psi, \theta: d(\varphi, \psi) + d(\psi, \theta) \geq d(\varphi, \theta)$

It is easy to prove that the measure we provided above is a metric, disregarding inequalities between agents.

A generic metric.

Now we can define a generic metric, which uses the context-dependent metric described above. A clausal form can be represented as a set of disjunctions, which allows us to use distance metrics on sets. There are several such metrics available in the literature, but one has been developed for defining distances between first-order logic objects. This metric, designed by Ramon and Bruynooge [17] uses a matching between two clausal forms to calculate the distance. We use this metric, because it allows a direct syntactic comparison between different formulas. It is once again free to the designer to choose a different metric. All that is really required for the algorithm is for there to be a distance measure on sentences in $L_{\text{Trust}}$. Clustering algorithms work better with metrics, because the triangle inequality can be used to prune the choices.

2.2.3 Clustering

Because we wish to learn generalizations which predict the receiving agent’s trust evaluations, based on the gossip sent, we want to consider those rules where the receiving agent’s trust evaluations are “near each other”. That means we wish to cluster based on the heads of the rules. It is immediately obvious why an agglomerative hierarchical is the best fit:
There are computational methods, some of which only work for metrics, for optimizing it even further. This makes the computation of clusters quite doable. Clustering is the process at point 3 in Figure 1.


\section{2.2.4 Learning rules}

For each distance \( s \) we will have a set of clusters. For each of these clusters we shall attempt to generalize the rules. This is point 4 of Figure 1. Although we clustered on clausal normal forms of only the heads of the rules, for this part we revert back to the full rule written in the original form. Within the cluster are two or more rules of the form: 

\[
\alpha_i[T] \leftarrow \beta_i[T], \psi_i.
\]

\textbf{Learning the head.}

All the \( \alpha_i \) within a cluster are within distance \( s \) of each other. We therefore start with finding the “centre” of all \( \alpha_i \). Firstly we note that each \( \alpha_i \) has a target agent \( T_j \). We will immediately replace all these agents with a variable, because we do not wish to be dependent on the agent. In the future we may not wish to do this, but rather abstract to some subset of all the agents which fulfill a certain role, are within a subgraph of a social network or use other background information about the agents to refine the algorithm. For now, however, we do not distinguish between individual agents and assume trust is global and based only on the interactions. The “centre” of the cluster will be the least general generalization of the \( \alpha_i \) under \( \beta \)-subsumption. It is relatively easy to compute using an algorithm such as Aleph [20]. This is an inductive learning algorithm which uses the “learn from example” setting [8]. We wish to learn some phrase \( \alpha^* \) in \( \mathcal{L}_{trust} \) such that if \( \alpha^* \) holds then all \( \alpha_i \) hold. As parameters for learning we therefore use the definitions of \( \mathcal{L}_{trust} \) and as the set of positive examples the \( \alpha_i \). Because we’re learning the least general generalization (lgg), we can use only positive examples and assume everything that is not a positive example is a negative one. In actual fact this is not quite the case. For example in our example of \( \mathcal{L}_{trust} \) above, if we have the formulas \( \text{image}(X, 5) \) and \( \text{image}(X, 7) \) in the same cluster, we will wish to learn that the cluster holds for all phrases such that \( \text{image}(X, Y) \land Y \in [5, 7] \), while this will not be the lgg considering only the given examples as positive: \( \text{image}(X, 6) \) will necessarily be considered a negative example, leading to the generalization: \( \text{image}(X, 6) \lor \text{image}(X, 7) \). Therefore depending on \( \mathcal{L}_{trust} \) we will want to define some background knowledge in the learner to rectify cases like these.

\textbf{Learning the body.}

The real work comes in when we wish to learn the body. We rewrite our rules with \( \alpha^* \) in the head, such that we have a list of rules: \( \alpha^*[X] \leftarrow \beta_i[X], \psi_i \), which count as positive examples of the concept \( \alpha^* \). All rules that fall outside the cluster count as negative examples for \( \alpha^* \). Thus giving us the basis required for applying an inductive learning algorithm. Furthermore we note that we have more information available than when we learn the generalization of the head, namely we have a list of situations \( \beta_i, \psi_i \) in which the example holds. This coincides with the “learning from interpretation” setting of ILP [8] and we can use TilDE [4] to learn these generalizations.

\section{3. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK}

We are currently in the process of implementing the algorithm as described above. While we do not have any computational results yet, we will discuss our expectations. In [11] we discuss a preliminary proof of concept we implemented using Aleph to learn the rules. This small scenario taught us that the approach is viable, however using that implementation, the computational limitations were inhibitive to scaling the example up. For this reason we have taken great
caution in this approach to keep the computational complexity of each step into account. Firstly we must note that we are dealing with several NP-complete problems: finding the \( \theta \)-subsumption of a set of clauses has been shown to be NP-complete, as has calculating the coverage of a given clause [8]. It was therefore very important to search for approaches which reduce this complexity. Firstly by clustering our examples and then considering them as positive and negative examples for some concept allows us to use established algorithms for learning. The clustering and learning of the head is a typical example of concept formation, which has an established body of research and is applied in various data mining problems. We feel confident that these approaches, tested in various datamining scenarios will tackle this initial problem well. The second part of the problem uses “learning from interpretations”. While this is still a computationally hard problem, it is easier to learn than the approach using Aleph. Tilde has been tested on some very large data sets and performs efficiently. It is implemented with many optimizations in the ACE package [6].

We are currently implementing the overall system and testing the various components. This is the work for the immediate future. In addition it will be important to assess the quality of the aligned trust models, by comparing the performance of agents using the system to agents using the simpler model of Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [1] as well as agents not aligning at all. We will also extend the algorithm to allow for background knowledge, which can give the system extra information about the agents involved or background knowledge about the interactions and the environment. Furthermore, this model assumes agents always give truthful information. If this is not the case, the learning algorithm will need to be able to cope with “lies”. The mathematical framework we have designed allows for all of this and the combination of different algorithms we use in practice looks promising.
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Motivation
• In open multi-agent systems, the agents have different models of trust and reputation.
• Agents benefit from receiving trust and reputation information from other agents.
• How can an agent handle trust and reputation information if the other agent’s trust model is dissimilar to its own model?
• We present a framework for aligning trust models. Based on this framework, we present an algorithm which uses clustering and inductive logic programming to form the alignment.

Alignment
• By talking about the underlying interactions agents can understand each others’ trust evaluations.
• Align trust models based on this type of gossip.

Algorithm
1. INPUT: Messages from the other agent, relating trust evaluations to underlying interactions
2. For each message, the agent finds his own trust evaluation of the same interactions
3. Cluster the messages based on the own trust evaluations
4. For each cluster, use an inductive learning algorithm to learn:
   a. a generalization of the own trust evaluations in the cluster (learning the head)
   b. a generalization of the other agent’s trust evaluation and interactions (learning the body)
5. Interpret new messages from the other agent by finding the corresponding own trust evaluation in the alignment: this is what the other agent’s gossip means to the receiving agent.

Conclusions
• Trust alignment based on shared interactions
• We use clustering and inductive learning in an alignment algorithm

Figure 1. Basing trust on shared interactions

Figure 2. Schematic overview of the alignment process